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Grammatical error correction

● Task takes a sentence as input, and outputs the sentence with errors corrected
● Easier problem: grammatical error detection
● Harder problem: Grammatical error detection/correction plus explanations
● Research is mostly on English; small datasets for maybe 20 languages total
● Definition of what constitutes an error is fuzzy; defined by the datasets!
● Exceptionally difficult task: SOTA F-scores in the 60’s for English (low recall)



Celtic initial mutations

● Celtic languages have initial mutations usually triggered by context
● bád seoil “sailboat”, mo bhád seoil “my sailboat”, ár mbád seoil “our sailboat”
● Gender: fear “man”, an fear bocht “the poor man”, but:
● bean “woman”, an bhean bhocht “the poor woman”
● Dative case: ar an mbád seoil “on the sailboat” (or, ar an bhád seoil)
● Genitive plural: leithreas na bhfear

toilet DET.GEN.PL men.GEN.PL
“the men’s toilet”



Official Standard(s)

● First version published in 1958, revised in 2012 and then 2017
● Among other things, rules for when the various mutations should be used
● But…

○ Not fully aligned with existing grammars and dictionaries (including CB, FGB, NEID)
○ Standard form is “artificial” — doesn’t agree with the way native speakers use the language
○ Many divergences according to dialect
○ Even accepting all of this, rules leave quite a bit up to interpretation
○ So we see variance even among those committed to the standard 
○ Upshot for us: no completely reliable training data exists!



One problematic example (of dozens)

● “saoirse cainte” or “saoirse chainte”?
● 177M word corpus: “saoirse cainte” 687 times and “saoirse chainte” 28 times
● “saoirse creidimh” or “saoirse chreidimh”?
● Same corpus: 85 times vs. 26 times





Rule-based system (2000–2004)

● This initial attempt was based on explicit rules
● Perform part-of-speech tagging, and then apply pattern-matching rules
● Exceptions, and exceptions to the exceptions, etc. (2814 rules in all)

○ Positive: possible to provide explanations/diagnoses when errors are flagged
○ Negative: usual brittleness of rule-based systems
○ Negative: tedious to implement all the rules; exceptionally hard to maintain them
○ Negative: some rules depend on semantics or syntax and can’t be encoded in this formalism



Unsupervised approach

● If you sacrifice the explanations, can predict mutations in an unsupervised way
● Formulate this as a tagging problem with five tags: N, S, U, T, H
● Can (almost) remove mutations algorithmically => unlimited training data
● I knew this in 2004, but it was hard to get right using n-gram language models
● Some rules depend on subtle character-level info (slender endings, etc)
● Generalized parallel backoff (Bilmes and Kirchhoff)



Neural system: 17–18 October 2019

● Neural model: eliminates the hard parts of
the statistical approach

● LSTM layer(s), BiLSTM at character level
● No need to hand-select features;

no complicated backoff schemes
● Achieves much higher accuracy

than previous approaches
● Character-based component learns gender

other relevant features (“snideog”)
● Word-based component learns sometimes subtle contextual clues (“Ó Baoill”)



Digression: entropy of mutations

● Network has a five-fold softmax at the top, trained to minimize cross-entropy
● Best model achieves entropy very close to zero; under 0.07 bits per word
● Informally, “Irish initial mutations carry virtually no information”, empirically
● Even stronger; more than half of the loss caused by errors in the test set!
● Remainder are things like 3rd person possessives (well-known)
● Some with zero impact: direct vs. indirect relatives



Critique

● Learns mutations as used by the language community, “errors” included
● Makes some inexplicable mistakes; difficult to debug
● Easy things are easy for it; less effective on the cases humans find difficult
● No explanations given



How do we get the explanations back?

● Want to keep it as a tagging problem but with an enhanced set of tags
● Augment each tag with a section of the official standard that “explains” it
● Tá an bhean/S+10.2.1 ag canadh
● Tá an doineann/N+10.2.1.e1 ag maolú
● Just need to produce millions of training examples, somehow :/



Universal Dependencies 

Figure 4 in Lynn, Teresa and Foster, Jennifer (2016) Universal dependencies for Irish. In: Second 
Celtic Language Technology Workshop. (CLTW 2016), 4 July 2016, Paris, France.



Celtic UD treebanks

● Irish: Teresa Lynn’s Ph.D. thesis (2016)
● Scottish Gaelic: Colin Batchelor (2019)
● Manx Gaelic: Scannell (2020)
● Welsh: Heinecke and Tyers (2019)
● Breton: Tyers and Ravishankar (2018)
● Cornish: ????
● Considerable effort has gone into in harmonizing annotation schemes
● Allows cross-linguistic comparison and transfer learning

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301891502_Irish_Dependency_Treebanking_and_Parsing
https://aclanthology.org/W19-6902.pdf
https://cs.slu.edu/~scannell/pub/ud-final.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/W19-6904/
https://aclanthology.org/2018.jeptalnrecital-court.1/


# sent_id = 465
# text = Bhí sí naoi mbliana agus leathchéad.
1 Bhí bí VERB Form=Len|Mood=Ind|Tense=Past 0 root
2 sí sí PRON Gender=Fem|Number=Sing|Person=3 1 nsubj
3 naoi naoi NUM NumType=Card 4 nummod
4 mbliana bliain NOUN Case=NomAcc|Form=Ecl|Gender=... 1 xcomp:pred
5 agus agus CCONJ _ 6 cc
6 leathchéad leathchéad NOUN Case=NomAcc|Gender=Masc|Number=Sing 4 conj
7 . . PUNCT _ 1 punct

CoNLL-U format (with features)



Feature Prediction

● I developed a suite a QA tools for checking the Irish treebank(s) in 2021
● https://github.com/kscanne/grammatach 
● Implements “constraints” on feature values based on dependency relations
● For our purposes, enough that the “Form” feature captures mutations
● Refactored this code to parallel the rules in the standard to the extent possible

https://github.com/kscanne/grammatach




Corpus-level survey of errors



Synthetic training data

● Produce dependency parses for sentences in a large corpus
● Ignore tokens with incorrect features according to QA scripts
● (Mix of incorrect parses and corpus examples not compliant with standard)
● Each remaining token is attached to one or more constraints
● Intentionally violate those constraints by changing the mutation and add tag:

○ Correct sentence: Tá an bhean ag canadh
○ Constraint on “bhean” requires the S tag with reference 10.2.1
○ Can violate this two ways: Tá an bean/S+10.2.1 ag canadh

Tá an mbean/S+10.2.1 ag canadh

● Training works much like the previous paper (test set in progress)



Benefits and future directions

● Neatly handles the issue of non-standard texts in training
● Can oversample rare mutation contexts that the previous model failed on
● No reason to limit to mutation features (errors in agreement verb tense, etc.)
● Approach should apply neatly to the 4 other Celtic languages with treebanks



Thank you! / Go raibh maith agaibh!

● https://cadhan.com/ 
● https://github.com/kscanne/ 

https://cadhan.com/
https://github.com/kscanne/

